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TecnocoaTing, a leading company with over ten years of experience in the manufacturing 
of powder coating machinery, wants to be a point of reference for this sector. 
Our goal is to satisfy any possible need in the field of surface finish.

TecnocoaTing not only designs and manufactures patented, cutting-edge equipment de-
livering the best top quality results but also offers automated systems as well as consulting 
and customization services.
From design to installation, Tecnocoating is the ideal partner for companies looking for the 
best quantitative and qualitative results.

WhaT can We do for you

ManuaL SySTeM
auToMaTaTa ic SySTeMS
conTroL uniT

gunSauToMaTionPoWder TranSPorT

TranSMiTTing and receiVing 
reading bars.

oPT/y

reading BarS

Main feaTureS of The VerTicaL SySTeM
The vertical detection system makes the management of reciprocators and coating guns fully automated so that 
not only operators can save a lot of time but it is also possible to make savings relating to the consumption goods 
used during the process, the powder, the wearing-out of the gun spare parts, etc...
The detection system is made of a reading bar, an emitter and a transmitter with a 10 mm resolution that display 
the height and length of the part to be coated. The part is put at the entrance of the booth. Everything is mana-
ged by a PLC processing the image and transmitting the data to the reciprocators that will then adjust the right 
stroke in order to get the best finish.
Apart from adjusting the strokes, the system also manages the speed of reciprocators which is calculated ac-
cording to the height of the part, the speed of the chain and the number of guns used for finishing, making the 
product applied on the part completely homogeneous.
The stroke values can be increased or reduced according to the image displayed by the bars simply by setting a 
positive value, in order to have more stroke both above and beneath the part with two values that must always 
be independent from each other. The setting of a negative figure would reduce the reciprocators’ excursion. 
Speed can be adjusted by the operator as needed by setting a correcting value compliant to the calibration stan-
dards.
The detection system always manages automatically the switching on and off of the coating guns which will open 
when the part arrives and will close after its passage. Guns too can be managed sooner or later with respect to 
the coming and going of the part always through the setting of a positive or negative value that must always 
be independent from each other and that can also differ from one gun to the other. All of the setting shares are 
expressed in centimetres and can be easily programmed. Once the calibration has been done the system remains 
fully independent because these calibrations must be made only when the equipment is operated. 
The same applies to an optional bar laid, horizontally to the floor in order in order to detect the width profile and 
also to ad just the distance of the reciprocators from the part through the motorized bases.

Distance between receiving-
transmitting bars (min - max) 

320mm - 5m

Photocell minimum distance 
(reading precision) 

20mm 

Maximum bar height 3.140mm

example of profile detection



PS XXX

reciProcaTrocaTroca or PS/PST PS/PST
- Self-carrying steel framework provided with 

wheels and covered with powder coated 
- Motor reducer ROSSI 0,75 kw 
- Handling of the truck through toothed belt 
- Dustproof system 
- Light alloy running drive with self-cleaning   

profile 
- Running wheels made of anti-friction mate-  

rials
- Double outlet for spray-gun arm attack provi-

ded with plates
- Reading of position through Encoder
- Motor control through Digital Inverter 
- Adjustable safety run stop
- Constant run while speed changing 
- Digital control of all functions 
- Machine stop control by conveyor provided 

with programmable positioning and adjusta-
ble timing restart 

- Run control with 1 cm. resolution 
- All functions and controls can be performed 

at the control board. 

TecnocoaTecnocoaTecnocoa ing Translators are the best solu-
tion for horizontal handling of Reciprocators and 
the spray-gun arm of the painting automatic in-
stallations, either with thermo-hardening dust or 
paints:

To Translators work to move forward and back-
ward the Reciprocator and the spray-gun arm to 
paint the piece. In fact, when you have different 
depth profiles, you have to move all the Recipro-
cator or the spray-gun arm by manual handling, 
and this implies a waste of time and the risk of 
wrongly aligning the arm to your profile. It is pos-
sible to motorize the Reciprocator through the 
Tecnocoating Translator by simply pressing a se-
lector shifting the machine towards the chosen 
direction. You can just do it at the control board 
or at the branching panel, which is included in the 
machine equipment, provided with a connecting 
cable in order to put it in a place where you have 
a good view on the painting surface (e.g. the area 
of manual retouch). In this way, you can control 
all operations without moving from your site and 
be sure the spray guns are always aligned to the 
cabin.

ToTaTaT L 
heighT mm

PS 170 PS 220 PS 270 PS 320

run uSefuL 
mm

2610 3110 3610 4110

STarSTarST T froM 
The ground
mm

1700 2200 2700 3200

Min / MaX 
SPeed mt/min

520 520 520 520

MoTor
conTroL

10/40 10/40 10/40 10/40

carrying
caPaciTy

Inverter Inverter Inverter Inverter

MoTor kw 12 spray 
guns

12 spray 
guns

12 spray 
guns

12 spray 
guns

BeLT 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75

cinghia Toothed Toothed Toothed Toothed

It is possible to mount on the same reciprocator the 
gun carrying arms both horizontal and vertical.

PST XXX   

TecnocoaTecnocoaTecnocoa ing reciprocators run through whe-
els working on anti-capsize horizontal drives, 
provided with electromechanical safety stops.

MANUAL COATCOACOA ING
EQQUIPMENT - FLOW30-W30-L
FLOW30-L is a handy and robust trolley for ma-
nual coating.
Powder is directly taken from the 30 litre powder 
tank and is kept perfectly fluid and mixed by the 
internal fluid bed.
This device is specifically suitable for metallic and 
iron-micaceous powders requiring a perfect mi-
xing.
After use the tank can be easily removed and ful-
ly cleaned. 
This machine is equipped with a specially paten-
ted Deep Penetration System for high penetra-
tion and spreading. This is ideal for parts with 
many nooks and crannies requiring an even and 
thorough application.
Separate control of charge voltage (Kv) and cur-
rent (uA).
High performance powder sucking pump  redu-
cing the speed and quantity of output air flow. 
This machine allows very quick colour changes 
thanks to the easy cleaning of the powder su-
cking pump.

System components :
- Control unit model ELC01
- Manual gun model AIG 103-M
- Powder injector model INJ02
- Powder tank model Tank 30L
- Trolley  
- Input pressure reducer 
- Cables and pipes

FLOW30-L

EQUIPMENT FLOW30-L
Weight (Kg) 30
Size WxHxT (mm)
Power supply 115-230Vac
Maximum input pressure 6 Bar
Maximum air consumption (l/
min)

400 

Powder tank Fluid bed 
powder tank

Gun cable length (meters) 6

Powder pipe sizing 6,5mt / 12mm 
diameter

440x630x1240



MANUAL COATCOACOA ING
EQUIPMENT - FLOW30-E
FLOW30-E is a handy and robust trolley for ma-
nual coating.
Powder is directly taken from the 30 litre powder 
tank and is kept perfectly fluid and mixed by the 
internal fluid bed. This device is specifically suita-
ble for metallic and iron-micaceous powders re-
quiring a perfect mixing. After use the tank can 
be easily removed and fully cleaned.
This machine is equipped with a specially paten-
ted Deep Penetration System for high penetra-
tion and spreading. This is ideal for parts with 
many nooks and crannies requiring an even and 
thorough application.
Separate control of charge voltage (Kv) and cur-
rent (uA).
Supply control through a proportional valve.
High performance powder sucking pump redu-
cing the speed and quantity of output air flow. 
This machine allows the operator to change co-
lour very quickly  not only thanks to a special fea-
ture embedded in the digital control unit but also 
because the powder sucking pump is very easy 
to clean.
Beyond 4 pre-set quick-access programs which 
are already installed, it is possible to save up to 
100 programs that can be easily changed and re-
traced. 

System components:
- Control unit model EC14 
- Manual gun model AIG 103-M 
- Powder injector model INJ02 
- Powder tank model Tank
- Trolley 

               - Input pressure reducer 
- Cables and pipes

FLOW30-E

EQUIPMENT FLOW30-E
Weight (Kg) 30.7
Size WxHxT (mm) 440x630x1240
Power supply 115-230Vac
Maximum input pressure 8 Bar
Maximum air consumption 
(l/min)

300 

Powder tank Fluid bed powder 
tank

Gun cable length (meters) 6

Powder pipe sizing 6,5mt / 12mm 
diameter

PoWder cenTer

PoWder cenTer
The PoWder  cenTer  TecnocoaTing is the 
best solution  to make the powder way easy and 
the work place less polluted. Through Tecnoco-
ating powder center, spray guns draw directly 
from the fluidified tank or from the open box.
Tecnocoating powder center main feature is 
quick automatic cleaning of powder way; pumps, 
powder pumps and inner part of spray guns.
This operation offers two advantages , like a bet-
ter cleaning than the manual operation, and very 
short achievement time.
A complete cleaning time is achieved from 20 to 
40 seconds, according to the kind of powder.
The lack of powder is reported both acoustically 
and visually, through an ATEX level probe , which 
is a part of the machine set.
Another important feature of the machine pro-
gram is to have leading and control functions of 
the powder recovery peristaltic valve , and to set 
the pause and work time, according to the de-
mands. The pneumatic board must be ordered , 
since it is not included in the standard supplying 
of the powder center.
After the recovery phase, the cleaning of recove-
ry pipe is achieved in a simple quick way.
The power consumption is zero, since no motor 
is used for the intake of exceeding powder. In 
fact, the machine is linked to the final filter throu-
gh pipes 240mm diameter.
The pneumatic partialization shutter gate, which 
is assembled on the chimney , permits to manage 
the different cycles in the best way; the shutter 
gate will be almost closed while working, and it 
will be open while cleaning the walls and the at-
tachments of the powder center.

Through the coloured touchscreen it is possible 
to operate all the working and cleaning cycles of 
the machine. The software already includes the 
peristaltic management program.
  

BenefiTS
The work area is clean and without polluting 
elements, the colour changes are quick and ef-
ficient.



PoWder TranSPorT
130LT fLuid Bed Tank
This fluidized-bed tank for automated installa-
tions has a capacity of 130lt .
It is possible to fit up to 12 powder injectors.
The integrated fluid bed homogenizes very fine-
ly the inside powder therefore improving consi-
stently the overall system performances.
On the upper part of the tank there is the large 
tube connected to the cyclone and the feeding 
powder inlet.
Four turning wheels make its handling very con-
venient.
Thanks to the exhaust pipe and the feeding inlet 
it is very easy to fully clean the tank and also to 
replace the porous baffle.

30LT fLuid Bed Tank
This fluidized bed tank has a capacity of 30lt and 
is ideal to feed manual guns. 
It is possible to fit up to 2 powder injectors.
The integrated fluid bed homogenizes very fine-
ly the inside powder therefore improving consi-
stently the overall system performances.
On the upper part of the tank there are not only 
the injectors but also the dust exhaust pipe.
The simple removal of the upper cover makes the 
cleaning of the tank extremely convenient.

PoWder inJecTor
TcM-inJ02 is the result of a long research work 
aimed at creating a high-flow injector with a con-
stant and homogeneous flow.
The building technology of this injector prevents 
the initial puff and at the same time guarantees 
an excellent balance between the feeding air and 
the output product quantity so that the transfer 
capacity remains very high. 
It is possible to match it to a low-flow Venturi 
for parts requiring a very low and homogeneous 
thickness.
The maximum product volume is  420 gr/min with 
any kind of resin including metallic paints  with a 
high concentration.
Reduced cleaning time.
Long life of the Venturi Teflon tube.

TankTankT  130L

TankTankT  30L

TcM-inJ02

MANUAL COATING
EQUIPMENT - VIB11-E 
VIB11-E is a very handy and robust trolley with a 
vibrating tilted plane for manual coating.
The powder is directly taken from the box placed 
on the vibrating plane.
This machine is equipped with a specially paten-
ted Deep Penetration System for high penetration 
and spreading. This is ideal for parts with many no-
oks and crannies requiring an even and thorough 
application.
Separate control of charge voltage (Kv) and cur-
rent (uA).
 Supply control through a proportional valve.
The powder inside the box is kept perfectly fluid 
thanks to the powder suction tube which also 
plays this role.
High performance powder sucking pump reducing 
the speed and quantity of output air flow. 
This machine allows the operator to change co-
lour very quickly not only thanks to a special fea-
ture embedded in the digital control unit but also 
because the powder sucking pump is very easy to 
clean.
Beyond 4 pre-set quick-access programs which 
are already installed, it is possible to save up to 
100 programs that can be easily changed and re-
traced. 

System components :
Control unit model EC14
Manual gun model AIG 103-M
Powder injector model INJ02
Vibrating trolley
Suction tube

               Input pressure reducer
Cables and pipes 

       VIB11-E

EQUIPMENT VIB11-E
Weight (Kg) 35.5
Size WxHxT (mm) 600x460x1190
Power supply 115-230Vac
Maximum input pressure 8 Bar
Maximum air consumption 
(l/min)

300 

Powder tank Original box
Gun cable length (meters) 6

Powder pipe sizing 6,5mt / 12mm 
diameter



MANUAL COATCOACOA ING
EQQUIPMENT - VIB11-L3
VIB11-L3 is a very handy and robust trolley with a 
vibrating tilted plane for manual coating.
The powder is directly taken from the box placed 
on the vibrating plane.
This machine is equipped with a specially paten-
ted Deep Penetration System for high penetration 
and spreading. This is ideal for parts with many no-
oks and crannies requiring an even and thorough 
application.
Separate control of charge voltage (Kv) and cur-
rent (uA).
The powder inside the box is kept perfectly fluid
thanks to the powder suction tube which also 
plays this role.
High performance powder sucking pump reducing 
the speed and quantity of output air flow. 
This machine allows very quick colour changes 
thanks to the powder sucking pump which is very 
easy to clean and by simply putting the suction 
tube in the suitable position.

System components :
  Control unit model ELC03

Manual gun model AIG 103-M
  Powder injector model INJ02
  Vibrating trolley

Suction tube
               Input pressure reducer 

Cables and pipes

VIB11-L3

EQUIPMENT VIB11-L3
Weight (Kg) 35.3
Size WxHxT (mm) 600x460x1190
Power supply 115-230Vac
Maximum input pressure 8 Bar
Maximum air consumption 
(l/min)

400 

Powder tank Original box

Gun cable length (meters) 6

Powder pipe sizing 6,5mt / 12mm 
diameter

This control unit is equipped with the patented 
Deep Penetration System which guarantees a 
high level of penetration in every nook and cranny 
with a meaningful reduction of the Faraday cage.
The key feature of this system is its great  effecti-
veness in transferring and spreading the powder 
all over the part to be coated.
The output voltage is automatically regulated ac-
cording  to the distance between the gun and the 
part thus guaranteeing a flawless penetration wi-
thout any “orange peel” effect .
The regulation of pneumatic parameters  ( powder 
and pulverization air) is made through two pres-
sure micro-regulators.
The adjustment of electric parameters is made 
through two separate potentiometers regulating  
uA Current / Kv Voltage .
User-friendly graphics help choosing among the 
4 recipes according to the kind of part to be co-
ated, anyhow the operator is free to make quick 
and slight changes in order to always get the best 
setting for any kind of desired finish. 
Thanks to the current regulating handle (uA), the 
operator can set the voltage reduction speed ac-
cording to the distance of the part in order to have 
a more powerful application  at bigger distances 
and a softer one at  shorter distances.

    eLc01

conTroL uniT
eLc01

CONTROLLER ELC01
Power supply 115-230 @50-60Hz
Power 24W
Electric outputs 12Vcc @ 30mA – 1V @ 6mA – 2V @ 6mA – 24V @ 20mA
Input pressure 6 Bar
Maximum air consumption (l/min) 400 

Output air regulation 2 x 0 – 4 Bar
Size WxHxT (mm) 294x292x134
Weight (Kg) 4,8



This control unit is equipped with the patented 
Deep Penetration System which guarantees a 
high level  penetration in every nook and cranny 
with a meaningful reduction of the Faraday cage 
The key feature of this system is its great  effecti-
veness in transferring and spreading the powder 
all over the part to be coated.
The output voltage is automatically regulated ac-
cording  to the distance between the gun and the 
part thus guaranteeing a flawless penetration wi-
thout any “orange peel” effect .
All the regulations, both electric and pneumatic, 
can be accurately fine-tuned. 
The supply control is made by low pressure pro-
portional valves in order to limit to the minimum 
the powder output so that it has more time to 
get evenly distributed on the part.
Thanks to 3 pre-set  programs and to the possi-
bility of saving up to  99 programs, it is possible 
to switch very quickly from one application mode 
to another.
The  pipes and the gun are cleaned simply by pu-
shing on a button.

    

CONTROL UNIT

CONTROLLER EC14
Power supply 115-230 @50-60Hz
Power 24W
Electric outputs 12Vcc @ 30mA – 1V @ 6mA – 2V @ 6mA – 24V @ 20mA
Input pressure 6 Bar
Maximum air consumption (l/min) 260
Output air regulation 2 x 0 -80 l/min @3,5 bar 1x100 l/min@3,5bar
Size WxHxT (mm) 253x300x153
Weight (Kg) 5,5

EC14

EC14



ManuaL coaTcoaTcoa ing
eQQuiPMenT - LaB50-L 
LaB50-L is a light and handy portable device for 
precision  manual coating. Ideal for the powder 
coating of small parts or reduced quantities as 
well as for sampling batches or lab research.
The 500gr tank guarantees a good endurance 
and easy cleaning while the embedded injector 
guarantees excellent powder savings.
This device is equipped with a specially patented 
Deep Penetration System for high penetration 
and spreading. Idea for parts with many nooks 
and crannies requiring uniform coating.
Separate control of charge voltage (Kv) and cur-
rent (uA).
The powder inside the cup is kept perfectly fluid 
thanks to the internal self-fluidizing fluid bed. 
High performance powder sucking pump redu-
cing the speed and quantity of output air flow.
This machine allows very quick colour changes 
thanks to the easy cleaning of the powder su-
cking pump.

System components :
  - Control unit model eLc01

- Manual gun model aig 103-c
- Control unit holder box with compartment 
  and handle  
- Cables and pipes

   

LaB50-L

EQUIPMENT LAB50-L
Weight (Kg) 8,8
Size WxHxT (mm) 410x350x295
Power supply 115-230Vac
Maximum input pressure 6 Bar
Maximum air consumption 
(l/min)

400 

Powder tank Cup tank

Gun cable length (meters) 3

This control unit is equipped with the patented 
Deep Penetration System which guarantees a 
high level of penetration in every nook and cran-
ny with a meaningful reduction of the Faraday 
cage .
The key feature of this system is its great  effecti-
veness in transferring and spreading the powder 
all over the part to be coated.
The output voltage is automatically regulated ac-
cording  to the distance between the gun and the 
part thus guaranteeing a flawless penetration wi-
thout any “orange peel” effect .
The regulation of pneumatic parameters  ( powder 
and pulverization air) is made through two pres-
sure micro-regulators.
The adjustment of electric parameters is made 
through two separate potentiometers regulating  
uA Current / Kv Voltage .
User-friendly graphics help choosing among the 
4 recipes according to the kind of part to be co-
ated, anyhow the operator is free to make quick 
and slight changes in order to always get the best 
setting for any kind of desired finish. 
Thanks to the current regulating handle (uA), the 
operator can set the voltage reduction speed ac-
cording to the distance of the part in order to have 
a more powerful application  at bigger distances 
and a softer one at  shorter distances.

    eLc03

conTroL uniT
eLc03

CONTROLLER ELC03
Power supply 115-230 @50-60Hz
Power 24W
Electric outputs 12Vcc @ 30mA – 1V @ 6mA – 2V @ 6mA – 24V @ 20mA
Input pressure 6 Bar
Maximum air consumption (l/min) 400 

Output air regulation 3 x 0 – 4 Bar
Size WxHxT (mm) 305x292x148
Weight (Kg) 5,3



auToMaTaTa ic SySTeMS
Flexible and module-based automatic system.
It is possible to manage up to 12 guns, both auto-
matic and manual.
Every module controls and displays clearly all the 
electric and pneumatic parameters of the specifi-
cally associated gun. 
It is a very complete and compact system, easy to 
install and to extend. 
Easy to interface with already existing reciproca-
tors and optic reading barriers.

Available expansion modules :

- Reciprocators control module
- Shape reading module
- Powder Center control module

External connections :

- n°1 inlet for compressed air
- n°1 power cable 115/230Vac
- n°1 cable for conveyor synchronization 
(for the simultaneous activation of the guns)   

or

- n°1 synchronization cable for each 
 controller 
 (for the separate start of each gun)

fLeXcoaT ScoaT Scoa ySTeM :

1 fLeX BoX
8 aigPoT01-a  ( automatic guns controller )
1 aigPoT01-a ( manual guns controller )

flexcoat01

aigPoT01-a

fLeXcoaT 01 coaT 01 coa

Every controller is numbered in a clear and vi-
sible way in order to quickly set the specifically 
associated gun. 

All the electric and pneumatic parameters are 
easy to modify and display.

The TEST switch allows to switch on the single 
gun associated to it.

SPray gunS   
Thanks to the patented DPS (Deep Penetration 
System), these spray guns combine the typical 
coating power of a corona gun with the deep pe-
netration, high stretching and even drawing up 
typical of a triboelectric gun.
Most of all this effectiveness means great savin-
gs in terms of powder and time.
These guns are made of ultra-light materials and 
their special make ensures that they can be easily 
disassembled not only for easy cleaning but also 
for reduced and cheap routine maintenance.
Several types of nozzles and accessories are avai-
lable and can be easily mounted for any kind of 
surface and finish.
All electrodes are fully Teflon coated in order 
to be used with any powder, especially metallic 
ones.
In these guns the voltage multiplier is in-built in-
side the body of the gun and can be easily repla-
ced.

Thanks to the very effective DPS that automa-
tically regulates the power according to the di-
stance from the part to be coated,  these guns 
prevent air  ionization which usually leads to 
the formation of positive charges. Positive 
ions tend to bind themselves to powder par-
ticles which are usually negatively charged so 
that their ability to firmly hold on to the part 
is weakened. These brand new guns feature 
a softer powder charging process that leads 
to improved results in terms of finish and final 
visual effect.

Deflectors, conic nozzles and  knife nozzles 
can be easily replaced without removing the 
blocking gear of the nozzle.
Moreover, deflectors can also be placed inside 
the knife nozzels in order to improve perfor-
mances.

TradiTionaL corona gun

LoW  penetration and trasfer

TecnocoaTing corona gun

high penetration and trasfer



ManuaL gunS
aig103-M gun 
Ergonomic and perfectly balanced gun.
Fast disconnection with powder pipe and signal ca-
ble. Fast replacement of nozzle. 
Excellent electrostatic charge and wrapping up.
Fast reply time for power limitation during the pain-
ting of parts with many corners, angles and edges.
Fast replacement of electrode and quick accessori-
es mounting (deflectors, conic nozzle, knife nozzle 
and nozzle extension)
Very light: 570 gr 

aig103-c gun 
Ergonomic and perfectly balanced gun. Compatible 
with all kinds of accessories. Tank capacity 500gr.
Excellent electrostatic charge and wrapping up.
Fast reply time for power limitation during the pain-
ting of parts with many corners, angles and edges.
Fast replacement of electrode and quick accessori-
es mounting (deflectors, conic nozzle, knife nozzle 
and nozzle extension of 300 mm)

TriBo gunS
aig103-T gun 
In tribo charging, the powder particles are charged 
by causing them to rub at a high velocity on a surfa-
ce and thereby, transferring the charge. Without an 
external power supply and a charging field in front 
of the gun, tribo charging virtually eliminates the 
problem of “faraday cage effect.” The powder par-
ticles take on a positive charge inside the gun due to 
the loss of electrons. The particles are now free to 
be directed to where they are needed. The powder 
flows into recessed and difficult-to-reach areas by 
nozzle direction and air flow. Because the particles 
are charged in the gun and there are no lines of 
force, it is less likely that the powder particles will 
build up on the leading edge of the part being co-
ated. The advantage to this is the near elimination 
of “fatty edges” resulting in a uniform coating and 
even film build on the product.

aig103-M gun

aig103-c gun

aig103-T gun

auToMaTaTa ic gunS
Strong gun. Possibility to rotate on two axis.
Improved ergonomics for fast cleaning in automatic 
systems. Fast disconnection with powder pipe and 
signal cable. High and fast adaptability of the emit-
ted power compared with the distance of the part 
to be painted.
Fast replacement of electrode and accessories 
mounting (deflectors, conic nozzle, knife nozzle).

PaTaTa enTed deeP PeneTraTraTra ion
SySTeM
Detail of the patented circuit that surveys the effec-
tive output current and voltage values to be sent to 
the controller. 
The high frequency analysis of these data allows the 
total emitted power to be kept under control thus 
reaching top quality standards in terms of penetra-
tion, wrapping up, stretching and total absence of 
orange peel effect. 
High voltage (Kv) for panel painting combined to a 
very fast retroaction (low uA) allow  to have at the 
same time fast coating power on flat surfaces and 
effective penetration on parts with corners, angles 
and edges, with no need for any regulation.

                   Particular of the 2 axis plastic support arm

 

GUN AIG103-M AIG103-C AIG103-T AIG103-A
Weight 599gr standard electrode

627gr long electrode
831gr standard 
electrode

595gr long electrode 677gr standard 
electrode

Length 40cm standard electrode
56cm long electrode

44cm standard 
electrode

65cm long electrode 46cm standard 
electrode

Output voltage (Kv) 20 – 100 20 – 100 depending powder 
velocity and type

20 – 100

Output power (uA) 10-100 10 -100 depending powder 
velocity and type

10 -100

Powder capacity  
(gr/min)

360 280 360 360 

Protection level IP54 IP54 IP54 IP54
Maximum cable 
voltage

32Vdc 32Vdc 32Vdc 32Vdc

aig103-a gun

aig103-a gun
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